3E Online – SDS 9.0
*New dashboards, reports and GHS improvements*

**Overview**

3E’s award-winning SDS application has been enriched with new capabilities focused on the information stored within 3E Online, increasing the information’s accessibility and usefulness.

**Dashboard (Phase 1)**
The home page now includes metrics summarizing key activity. It provides many easy-to-read graphical representations of actions taken within the application. Phase I contains seven controls.

**GHS Awareness**
Knowledge of which SDSs contain GHS information, and providing that information to more employees is increasingly important. To support this need, the new release features:

- **SDS Tab:** Basic users can access classification information from the search results grid. This includes GHS/CLP, along with US HMIS/NFPA/SARA, US Waste**, EU DPD and Canadian WHMIS
- **New Reports**
  - GHS (CLP) Coverage – Percentage by Manufacturer: Lists total volume of SDSs provided by a manufacturer, and the percentage of documents updated to GHS
  - GHS (CLP) Coverage – Detail: Lists all SDSs, marking which contain GHS information
- **Modified Inventory Report**
  - SDS Verification Report containing a new column which marks SDSs with GHS information
Reports
New templates expand the use and accessibility of information stored within 3E Online
- Product Properties *– Lists all product properties per SDS
- Hazard Comparison* – Lists all hazard classification listed on an SDS for comparison purposes
- Safety Information **– Lists all PPE, Handling & Storage, First Aid information per SDS

Chemical Approval** Improvements
Our module that supports the evaluation of new product requests now incorporates SDS updates. The new version has an option to restart the approval process when an SDS update is received. This enhancement is for users who want the option to reevaluate purchase decisions should an SDS contain new information, which is very pertinent during GHS, CLP and REACH transitions.

Revision Alert** Improvements
The Revision Alert module sends out alerts when SDSs are updated, as well as compares old and new information upon an SDS update, providing an easier method for identifying what content has changed on an SDS. The new version of this module features the ability to add company-specific information to the email alert, such as inventory codes and product categorization types, making it even easier to identify specific changes.

*3E Online Gold or Platinum editions are required to access enhancement
**Additional module required to receive all or part of this enhancement

EH&S Solutions
At 3E Company, we understand the business and burden of EH&S information and compliance management. 3E is a comprehensive, one-stop solution for content, tools and services for companies that want to take effective leadership and control of their product stewardship and EH&S compliance activities. Our products and services help companies make the transition from simply managing for compliance, to cutting-edge business practices that deliver tangible and sustainable results.
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